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  On-Site Vendors and Merchandise  

  
International Cup Fan Shirt - The official CBTF Fan Shirt will be on sale. This shirt continues the tradition that began
in 2010 - all spectators and coaches who are attending the International Cup in Almere, Netherlands are encouraged to
have one in their competition wardrobe! 

For International Cup spectators and coaches, this shirt is worn to the competition facility so the world can see our
Canadian Pride!

This year's shirt is available in both a V-Neck for women and a Crew Neck for men - so it is flattering for both sexes.

 

International Cup Athlete Clothing - Practice and competition days will have designated colours for all athletes -
Red, White or Black. In addition to the fan shirt there is a great long sleeve red shirt that in the past the athletes have
loved. There will be matching shorts with a very cool rhinestone maple leaf on them. Get these while they last!!

 

On-Site Suppliers

Our friends from Jagwear Apparel will be on site with lots of great practice wear and costumes. From shorts
and tanks to leotards. Stop by and see what they have to offer!
Mobile Accessories: Forget your charger? Get one here! Lots of great gear for your phone - stop by the vendor
table to check out the cool phones cases and neat accessories!
ICup Table: If you didn't pre-order an International Cup shirt, don't worry! We'll have some for purchase on site!
We'll also have some very cool roll up Canada water bottles!
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